
They had a date with an Agena, but . . .
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Gemini VI Mission Scrubbed
When Agena Fails To Orbit

The countdown had been per- All went well in the Agena sec. after lift-off. Antiqua radar
feet. From the time the flight launch. Nominal trajectory and reported sporadic hits.
controllers had seated them- ground track were followed and Back at Pad 19, the Gemini ""
selves at their Mission Control the Agena separated from the Vl countdown proceeded
Center consoles until the perfect Atlas at about 5 min. 15 sec. smoothly and Flight Director
no-holds lift-off of the Atlas- after lift-off. The Agena's Chris Kraft at Mission Control-

Agena at four seconds after 9 16,000-pound primary propul- Houston waited for Canary Is-
a.m. CST, there had been only sion system was to have in- lands and Carnarvon data on the
minor hitches in the preparations serted Agena into a 161-nauti- Agena to come in.
for launch-nothing that meant cal mile circular orbit after a
stopping the clocks, short period of coasting flight. The data did not come. The

After Gemini Vl crewmen Things began to turn sour at Canary Islands station was un-
Wa[/y Schirra and Tom Slafford this point. First the Agena able to track the Agena at its

predicted aquisition time, andhad been wakened, had break- telemetry signals began to drop
fasted on steak and eggs with out, and Mel Brooks on the Carnarvon reported "no joy, no
several of their fellow astro- Agena Systems Console in Mis- joy" on that station's attempt to
nauts, suited up and ridden out sion Control said that he could acquire and track the Agena.
to Pad 19, they had watched the not confirm igniton of the pri- At 9:54 a.m. CST, at T-42
Atlas-Agena launch on tele- mary propulsion system from minutes in the Gemini count-
vision in the white room from data reaching him following a down, Chris Kraft called a hold

the spacecraft seats, brief stabilizing burn of the when it became apparent that AFTERMATH--Ihe Gemni VI scrub press briefing at Kennedy Space
Atlas-Agena lift-off was at secondary engines. Stations the Agena had been 8600 feet Center is watched on television in Mission Control-Houston by MSC

tbur seconds after the hour, and downrange in the Air Force per second short of insertion into Director Dr. Robert Gilruth, left, Deputy MSC Director George Low,and
the Gemini VI crew and launch Eastern Test Range also could orbit. The mission was scrubbed Assistant Director for Flight Operations Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., seated.
team went ahead with their not confirm engine ignition, and and the Gemini V1 crew re-
preparations to launch the space- the radars did not lock on to C or luctantly opened the spacecraft
craft 101 minutes later for a S-Band Agena beacons. Radars hatches and egressed. "_T ,_. J-.." J-_" With IBM
rendezvous with the Agena in at Patrick AFB and MILA skin At a Gemini VI scrub briefing x, egot,auons  egun
the fourth revolution, tracked five pieces at 9 rain. 30 for the press at Kennedy Space For Computer Complex GrowthCenter, Dr. George E. Mueller,

_" '": NASA Associate Administrator The National Aeronautics and Corp., Rockville, Md., for con-
for Manned Space Flight, said, Space Administration will nego- tinued support of the Real-Time
"The countdown up to the time tiate a contract extension with Computer Complex at lhe
of the Agena failure was a per- the Federal Systems Division, Manned Spacecraft Center,
fect countdown and everything International BusinessMachines Houston.
appeared to be going well. I The extension is expected to
particularly want to commend cost about S80 million. It will

the crews of the companies, the Teehnieal Symposium provide for converting to in-
Air Force and NASA groups
who worked so hard to make Meets Tuesday, Nov. 2 centive contract clauses whichare presently under discussion.
this launch possible and to tell The November MSC Tech- The work calls for conversion

them how much I share their nical Symposium will be Tues- to new generation IBM Systems
disappointment in the results, day, November 2 starting with 360 computers and use of ad-
This is, as you know, the first dinner in the Cafeteria at 4:45 vanced multi-program tech-
time in a long while that we have p.m., and with the technical niques to increase capabililies
not completely finished a mis- program starting at 6:15 in the required for Apollo missions.
sion, and we, of course, are all Auditorium. The Real-Time Computer
anxious to understand what the Speakers and topics for the Complex in the Mission Control
problems are and to determine Symposium are: Otto E. Crew- Center at Houston provides the
ho,a we can avoid this in the elge. Jr., Structures and Me- computing capabilities required
future." chanics Division, "'Prediction for mission monitoring, in-flight

"In the meantime," Mueller of Apollo Service Module Re- mission planning and simulation
continued. "we are proceeding sponse to Transonic Fluctuating activities. In the Mission moni-
immediately with the Gemini Pressure": Frank C. Littleton, toting and planning functions.
VII mounting-mounting of the Advanced Spacecraft Technol- ra_ data is converted and dis-
spacecraft--and we will go for- ogy Division, "'Saturn S-IVB/ played in formats easil_ inter-
ward with the Gemini VI1 flight Apollo CSM Separation Dyna- preted by flight controllers.
as soon as possible. 1 do not mics for Tumbling Aborts": and The RTCC also generates

CONCENTRATION--Agena flight controllers Bruce Walton, left, and Mel anticipate a delay in the Gemini Donald E. Gault. Ames Re- simulated raw data required for
Brooi,s closely watch their console telemetry and tracking displays for any VII flight because of the prob- search Center. "'Lunar Erosion pre-flight testing and mission
signs of life in the Agena rendezvous vehicle, lems _ith the Agena." and Sedimentation Processes." simulations.
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Mathews Reviews Gemini V, Building the Technical ImageTalks About Future Missions
Charles W. Mathews, Man- the range dropped to 250 miles, The following editorial from the Leadership Aura blanket of super-secrecy? As a

ager of the Gemini Program the spacecraft computer began September 20, 1965 issue of Avid- result of the fantastic inter-
Office, met with reporters Octo- giving good solutions from radar tion Week is reprinted in the The course of space tech-
bet 18 in the Gemini News inputs. Roundup through the courtesy of nology has proved this U.S. national coverage available
Center to discuss some of the Referring to the Gemini V Av Week's editor, Robert B. Hotz. policy to be far more effective under U.S. policy, the emotionalthan that of the Soviets. It has and scientific impact of Ed

findings of the Gemini V mis- OAMS thruster problem, Ma- Hotz contrasts the opennessof projected an international aura White's floating in space and the
sion, as well as to comment on thews said, "A reasonable the United States manned space of leadership and achievement slow but sure transmission of
future Gemini missions, amount of evidence points to the flight program with e secrecy of the first photographs from Mars

Mathews said that additional fact that some of our heaters on the Soviet space program, and that has permitted the wholeworld to share in U.S. space across 50 million mi. of space
insulation of the Gemini fuel cell the OAMS thrusters became in- points out the benefits of our open- projects, both scientifically and were felt everywhere. And let us
cryogenic hydrogen tank, and a operative although we cannot ness in terms of the nation's tech- not forget the sight that millions
technique for re-pumping the really confirm this completely, nical competence in the eyes of the emotionally. It also has applied watched on television last spring

Nevertheless, we have added world and in the eyes of the people a steady and increasing pressureon the Soviets to abandon their of the live photo transmission
heaters to our subsequent space- who foot the bill for the program-- from Ranger 9 as it closed on
craft in redundant fashion to the the Americantaxpayers, super-secrecy.There are many indications the moon, up to that final, dra-

: OAMS lines. We are also going In the early days of the U.S. that the Sovietshavebeenforced matic black square denoting

to keep these heaters going con- space program, a basic policy to respond to this pressure by impact on the lunar surface.
Now President Lyndon John-tinuously, whereas on Gemini V decision was made to conduct its stripping some layers of secrecy

we did not. We feelthat possibly operations in an atmosphere of from their space efforts. This has son has given this effort another
i the problem was just due to an maximum public exposure. This been necessary to establish the big boost by sending the astro-

I operational procedure where decision was made at a time credibility of their accomplish- nauts and their wives abroad.we had the heaters off a little when the U.S. was running a ments. Fords the world watched Again, it took some longer-
. too long." very poor second in space the U.S. space program unfold range vision to overcome the

Gauging of propellants re- achievements. It was made on live television and in millions perennial objections of petty
bureaucratic thinking to get the

maining, an uncertain measure- against strong and bitter opposi- of words written by foreign
astronauts their passports. Presi-ment in past flights, willbecome tion. The decision also was made correspondents in many lan-

more exact with the GeminiVII at a time when it was evident guages from Cape Kennedy, dent Johnson took the first step
mission. Mathews said that a that the Soviets were planningto California and Washington, the in this direction by sending
"Volkswagen" type hydrazine conduct their space technology contrasts of the USSR's silence Gemini 4 pilots White and

McDivitt, their wives and his
MATHEWS fuel tank, supplementing the program under as heavy a on any technical details of its ebullient Vice President Hubert

tank to coax out the last few main tank, would be activated blanket of military-type secrecy equipment and space flights Humphrey to the Paris air sfiow.
molecules of air in the annulus when the main tankis exhausted, as their Iron Curtain could generated a growing, brooding This dramatic gesture rescued
between the tank inner andouter thereby giving the crew an ac- provide, doubt as to the authenticity of the U.S. image from complete
shells, should stabilize pressures curate mark on propellant re- The men who argued for an Soviet achievements, disaster in the face of Soviet
and head off any recurrence of maining. "open" U.S. space program in Now that the pace of the U.S.
the excessive venting that was In closing, Mathews discussed contrast to the Soviet secrecy space program has accelerated competition (AW&ST June 28,
encountered on Gemini V. the 90-mile undershoot in the did so in the belief that such a to something approaching this p. 1 I). Stimulated by the successof this mission, which confirmed

The hydrogen venting caused Gemini V splash point, and at- policy would, in the long run, nation's true technical capa - the soundness of his judgment,
pitch rates to build up that re- tributed the error mainly to an project a far better image of bility, the effects of this "gold- President Johnson has sent the

quired Cooper and Conrad to omission in the retrofire equa- technical competence and scien- fish bowl" policy will pay off Gemini 5 twins, Cooper and
dampen them with the attitude tions of the cumulative effect of tific purpose than the USSR even more handsomely. One has Conrad, to the International
thrusters periodically. The the earth's rotating slightly more could under its combination of only to look back at last Astronautical Congress in
thrust from the vents is now than 360 degrees in a 24-hour secrecy and selective propa- summer's tremendous series of Athens (AW&ST Sept. 6, p. 21)
aligned through the spacecraft period, ganda blasts. U.S. space achievements- the
center of gravity to cancelout Gemini manned flights, the as the first stop on a good-will
and buildupof rates. Mariner 4 reconnaissanceof tour of Africa(see p. 25) that

The so-called "pogo" effect Saturn V Booster Considered Mars, the Titan 3C booster test specifically will lend encourage-ment to the nations and people
in the Gemini V launch has and the growinguse of commu- supporting the global tracking

been narrowed down to the pre- For Voyager Planetary Flights nications satellites-to realize stations for the manned spaceflightloadingprocedurewhere how their impact has been
oxidizer standpipes above the The 7.5 million-pound thrust The role the 1971 missions spread around the globe by this flight program.
Gemini Launch Vehicle first- Saturn V launch vehicle is being will play in the evolution of the policy. Policy Contrast
stage turbopumps were not load- considered by the National landing capsule is under study, There is little doubt that the President Johnson also has

ed to the proper level to dampen Aeronautics and Space Adminis- with the first capsule missions leadership in space technology shrewdly demonstrated the con-
the surges of propellant reach- tration for its planned Voyager carrying scientific experiments passed to the U.S. during the trast between U.S. and USSR
ing the engines, Mathews said. program of unmanned planetary being contemplated no sooner course of last summer. But who, policy in this regard by inviting

Another problem besetting exploration beginning with Mars than 1973. The findings by Marl- outside of a small internal bloc the Soviets to witness the launch
Gemini V was the pressure drop missions in 1971. her IVofamore rarefied martian of techno-politicians, would of a Gemini flight from Cape
in fuel cell cryogenic oxygen Saturn V is currently under atmosphere than expected will have realized this under a Kennedy and follow its opera-
during the first revolution be- development for the Apollo be a major consideration in tions from the Manned Space-
cause of a faulty tank heater, manned lunar landing program, scheduling entry capsules on craft Center at Houston. The
Mathews said that all future Voyager is being planned to early Voyager missions for engi- Soviets' refusal to accept this
fuel-cell equipped spacecraft ultimately carry heavily instru- neering development and more invitation stems from the fear
will have cross-connections be- mented landing capsules to the precise determination of the
tween the breathing oxygen and planets to study their surface atmospheric conditions. Comsat Asked For that they would be required toreciprocate and invite U.S. ob-

fuel cell oxygen tanks so that the characteristics and to search for Engineering test flights of the Satellite Services servers to their space launch
heater of either tank can be extraterrestrial life. Voyager is spacecraft systems during 1969 pads at Tyuratum. So far, no for-

used to pressurize the other being undertaken in procure- are nolongerplanned;however, TO Support Apollo eigners, even from other Irontank. A solenoid valve provides merit phases with preliminary extensive ground tests are pro- Curtain countries, have been
the cross-pressurization at the design and system design phases jected prior to 1971. The National Aeronautics and allowed to visit Tyuratam or
pilot's option, to be completed before acom- Under the phased procure- Space Administration has asked Baikonur. the principal Soviet

Although the Gemini V radar mitment is made to flight hard- ment program, three industrial the Communications Satellite manned space flight center.
evaluation pod exercise was ware development, firms--The Boeing Co., General Corp., Washington, D.C., to Hopefully, the increasing
abandoned after the drop in fuel NASA has considered devel- Electric Co., and TRW Sys- provide communications satel- pressure from the technical
cell oxygen pressure, tests later oping a Saturn l-B/Centaur tems, Inc.-have completed lite services in support of track- success of the U.S. space pro-
in the mission with a radar trans- launch vehicle combination to preliminary designs for the ing and data acquisition needs gram and its open-door public
ponder similar to the ones used launch Voyager spacecraft, but spacecraft system and one will for Project Apollo. policy eventually will thaw the
on the pod and on the Agena tar- with its much greater thrust the be selected for system design. Negotiations of a definitive Soviet ice and open a larger
get vehicle was interrogated by three-stage Saturn V would give Saturn V is being developed contract will begin soon. NASA window on their contributions to
the onboard radar from ranges of considerably more flexibility to under direction of NASA'S will be acting as arepresentative space technology.
six to seven hundred miles. The planning early Voyager mis- Marshall Space Flight Center, of the National Communications In the meantime, the success
transponder was mounted on a sions. It would also provide the Huntsville, Aid. Its first test System during the negotiations, of the U.S. policy should be duly
wooden tower at Kennedy launch vehicle capability at the flight will be in 1967. Saturn V The desired services are for noted. The citizens who ;ire
Space Center for the tests. As beginning of the Voyager pro- will be launched from Kennedy six highly reliable three-kolo- paying for this effort with their

gram which would be required Space Center, Fla. cycle telecommunications chan- tax dollars may rest assured that

Stop at the poll on by future missions. Project responsibility for Voy- nels to be made available to the image of a still-young, vigor-
Under this concept, a single ager has been assigned by three Apollo tracking ships and pus and technically competent

your way to work Saturn V vehicle would launch NASA'SOfficeofSpaceScience three remote land stations. The nation is being projected abroad

Tuesday t Nov. 2 ! two spacecraft on missions to and Applications to NASA'S facilities are to be in operation through their space program.orbit Mars in 1971. Jet Propulsion Laboratory. by the fall of 1966. -Robert Hotz
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Apollo "Bubble" Type Helmet u.s., SovietAcademy ] I On The Way
Gives More Visibility, Comfort agree OnPlanForSpace Cooperation

The familiar white space hel- needed to move his head freely
mets are on the way out, because inside the helmet. The results of Representatives of the U.S.
of the efforts of a psychologist head motion studies revealed National Aeronautics and Space
and a mechanical engineer in that a smaller and lighter helmet Administration and the U.S.S.R.
('rew Systems Division. could be designed and the field Soviet Academy of Sciences

Dr. Robert I,. Jones and of view of the astronaut actually reached two satisfactory under-

James O'Kane have developed a increased, standings in discussions on
"bubble" helmet which is smaller A pattern for the new helmet space cooperation in New York,

and lighter than previous hel- was cut and a mould made by Oct. 8.
mets, and yet is more comfort- personnel of the TechnicalServ- The first understanding re-
able and provides more visibility, ices Division. The first helmet affirms the existing agreement

was ahnost round, but in later for the exchange of weather _'"

,-_--_, designs, the sides were flattened satellite data between Washing-
-- to give an even better shape and ton and Moscow. It is now

fit. understoodbyrepresentativesof
Otherfeatureswere addedto both sides that satellitedata is

the helmet. A new design of the expected to be available on a
neckring where the helmet continuing basis from both sides
connects to the torso of the suit within a few months. Mean- ,::
permitted donning or removing while, the present daily and use-

_" " the helmet in a few seconds, ful exchange of conventional
Protection pads made of a weather data will continue.

_'_",dL foam material were moulded to The second step is a new
fit on the inside and outside of agreement for the preparation

NEW HEI..MET--Dr. Robert L.Jones, the back of the helmet to protect and publication of a joint review
Crew Systems Division psychologist the head against buffeting, vibra- of research in space biology and
and co-developer of the Apollo tion and impact during launch medicine in the two countries.
"bubble" helmet, models the and reentry. They are removable This agreement provides for a
helmet, duringflight, joint EditorialBoardand for full

The helmet, which is made Three adjustable visors on the cooperation by both sides in the
from a plastic material called outside of the helmet will pro- preparation of materials avail-
polycarbonate, is transparent vide protection from heat, radia- able in the two countries, the
except for a small section at the tion and glare. The visor,; move selection of authors, and the
back of the head. Hence the independently, publication of their work, proba-
name, "bubble" helmet. After assembly, the helmet bly in two or more volumes.

The Apollo suits which will was tested by mounting it in a The agreement goes into effect
be used for the moon landing drop rig and subjecting it to automatically in the absence of
will have this new type of helmet various g-forces caused by objection from either side within

design, impact. The helmet receivedas twomonths.A text of the agree- _ !_The helmet started as a devel- many as 34 g's without damage ment will be made available only t ''_after the conclusionof the two-
opment project, but its design in these tests.
offered st) many advantages over Other evaluation tests in- month waiting period.

The negotiators were Acade-the other helmets that it was cluded visual field measure-

incorporated into the Apollo ments, carbon dioxide build-up, mician A. A. Blagonravov and
suit, and will be worn by astro- and ease of operation. Professor A. A. Nichiporovich
nauts exploring the surface of The features of the helmet for the U.S.S.R. and Dr. John
the moon. were reviewed by members of W. Townsend, Deputy Director,

The first consideration in the astronaut group and Center Goddard Space Flight Center, ";
designing a new helmet was the management, and adopted. The and Arnold W. Frutkin, NASA
fit, or headspace inside the "'bubble" helmet has taken its Assistant Administrator for
helmet. If the helmet did not place as the latest development International Affairs for the U.S. x-n
rotate, it was necessary to find on the Apollo suit for the lunar
out just how much room a man landing.

Extravehicular Work Maneuvers However you vote,

Investigated By Crew Systems get out and VOTE
A test series on extravehicular weightless condition in the cabin

activity has been completed by of an Air Force KC-135 aircraft LIFT-OFF--The Agena rendezvousvehicle for the Gemini VI missionlifts
the engineers of Space Medicine flying a trajectory which pro- November 2 ! off perfectly from Launch Complex 14 atop an Atlas Standard Launch
Branch of MSC's Crew Systems duces weightlessness for a Vehicle at four seconds after 9 a.m. CST, October 25. Shortly after Atlas
Division. period of 30 seconds, sustainer engine cut-off, a programmed burn of the Agena's primary

Test subject Jack Slight,wear- Martin DeBrovner, Space propulsion system failed to occur to place the Agena into orbit. The
ing a Gemini spacesuit and Medicine Branch, is test con- Gemini VI mission was scrubbed when Canary Islands and Carnarvon
strapped into a six-degree of ductor for the series, reported tracking was "no joy."
freedom zero-gravity simulator, i_l -_s
"walked" through space from a
mockup of the Gemini space-
craft and Agena target vehicle as
they were docked together on
the laboratory floor at the
Manned Spacecraft ('enter.

Slight opened a panel on the
side of the Agena which repre-
sented a micrometeoroid collec-

tion experiment which will be
flm_n on a later Gemini mission.
In a second set of maneuvers, he
retrieved the trap and carried it
back to the spacecraft.

The purpose of the tests is to
determine the procedures neces-
sltr} for performing the task in
",pace, It) define the handholds
necessary for the astronaut to
perform the experiment, and SIMULATEDSPACEWALK--Crew Systemstest subject Jack Slight, wearing READYON PAD 19--Astronauts Wally Schirra and Tom Stafford run pre-
design verilication of the experi- a Gemini pressure suit and strapped into a six-degree of freedom launch cockpit checks on the Gemini VI spacecraft. The crew reluctantly
naent, zero-gravity simulator, performs experiments to determine maneuvers egressed after the mission was scrubbed at T-42 minutes after it was

The tests will be performed needed for useful work in space. The experiments were conducted in the determined that their Agena rendezvous vehicle had failed to achieve
again next month in a true simulator laboratory in Building 13. orbit.
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Boeing

Building S-IC Stages
Where Once

Plantation Stood

MILLING Y-RINGS--Three aluminum billets are welded together to form
a ring 33 feet in diameter. A ring with a crosssectionalY-shapewill be
milled from this solid piece of aluminum and will be usedto form an
integral part of the S-IC booster'sfuel and liquid oxygen tanks. The
Y-ring will connectthe tank endswith the tank wall.

the Michoud complex, another Saturn V exceed $800 million, propellant is added, a refined Mississippi Test activities. Ber-

I first stage booster, the S-IC-T, Boeing is to build two test and kerosene and liquid oxygen, the nard Beckelman heads the
f the 19th-century plantation already has successfully cam- eight flight stage S-1Cs. MSFC weight soars to 2,355 tons. Branch operations at Huntsville

owner, Antoine Michoud. could pleted full-duration static test is producing four stages, includ- Boeing planners, likewise had where about 4,000 Boeing engi-
have seen the 138-foot S-IC-D firings at NASA Marshall Space ing the first two flight stages, to think big. They have put neers and technicians work with
when it rumbled out of the Flight Center. The tests, termed Each SI-C stage will spend together a team of over 12,000 NASA engineering and manage-
NASA Michoud Assembly "highly successful," have proved only two and a half minutes in employes located throughout men people on S-IC design.
Facility in New Orleans, La., the workability of the largest flight, but it will play a vital role the country to form what is now Bigness also can be applied to
this month, he wouldn't have booster ever assembled in the in the mission of project Apollo. the Launch Systems Branch of the New Orleans rocket assem-
been able to credit his courtly, United States and possibly the It will have to lift and propel the the Boeing Space Division. At bly plant. NASA's Michoud
old eyes. entire world. Boeing supplied entire Saturn V/Apollo vehicle the Branch headquarters in New Assembly Facility hasabout two

In Michoud's day, the area major assemblies for the "T" --over six million pounds- Orleans, over 6,000 employes million square feet of manufac-
produced muskrat, cypress and while at the same time readying through the first 40 miles of its assemble the rocket. Saturn V turing floor space. A $50 million
water moccasins. Now it is the Micboud plant for full pro- flight to the moon. final stagework also is underway program for new construction
producing the first stage of the duction. In developing a booster which at the Marshall Space Flight and renovation of the old World
Saturn V, the nation's largest NASA announced December could perform such a Herculean Center; Kennedy Space Center, War II plant was undertaken in
rocket booster, and shortly, the 15, 1961, that Boeing would task, designers had to think big. Fla.; Seattle, Wash.; Wichita, 1962. New construction in-
first ground test version will build the S-IC. Contracts held They created a behemoth which Kan. and at the NASA Missis- cludes a 215-foot Vertical As-

issue from the plant, by Boeing for construction of produces 7.5 million pounds of sippi Test Facility site. sembly Building, Stage Test
Although the "D", ordynamic the first stage and for additional thrust. It is 138 feet long and 33 Launch Systems Branch Gen- Building and Engineering and

ground test version, is the first responsibility of systems inte- feet in diameterwith a dryweight eral Manager is R. H. (Dick) Office Building. Still under con-
S-IC stage to be completed at gration support for the entire of 143 tons. When the liquid Nelson, a veteran of engineering struction is a Contractor Serv-

and development work on such ices Building.
TANK TESTS--The 200,000-gallon systems as the B-17, B-47, Subcontractor and supplier
fuel tank for the S-IC is shown GAPA, Bomarc and Dyna- support comes from 45 states
being lowered into the hydrostatic Soar. C. A. (Clint} Wilkinson, and the District of Columbia.
test stand at Michoud Assembly another Boeing veteran who An estimated 20,000 people in
Facility, left. The tank will be labored with Dr. van Braun's industry and government will
pressure tested in the test stand specialists to complete the initial contribute to the successful
and, after cleaning, final hard- design of the S-IC, is the man- fabrication, assembly and test-
ware will be installed. The SI-C ager of the Boeing Michoud and ing of the first stage booster.
330,000-gallon liquid oxygen tank The S-IC is not a simple
is in the foreground, booster. It is among the most

advanced rockets under con-
BULKHEADWELD--The progress of an automatic TIG (tungsteninert gas) struction in the United States
weld machine, below, is checked as it welds pie-shaped sectionsof today, its engines and flight
aluminumtogether to form the bulkhead, or tank end for one of the fuel
tanks for the S-IC.

t °
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IIIII _

OUT OF THEJIG--Overhead cranesare shown lifting an S-tC intertank from the final assemblyfixtures at
Michoud. The intertank is the structural link connecting the fuel tank to the liquid oxygen tank on the first stage
Saturn V booster.

hardware produce 160 million structural parts of the tanks. Y- the fabrication of the 200,000-
horsepower, lts designand fabri- rings are milled from a large gallon fuel and 330,000-gallon
cation have enlarged the fron- circular billetof aluminum, liquidoxygentanks.Thinmetals,
tiers of technology and science The three other major parts of especially aluminum, have a
beyond tbrmer limits, each stage-the thrust structure tendency to wrap or buckle

S-IC parts are shipped to which supports the five F-1 during welding. A"count-down"
Michoud from subcontractors Rocketdyne engines, he inter- system has been devised to guide
and from other Boeinglocations, tank section, which is the struc- every step of the operation
notably Wichita+ Kan. Parts of tural link between the booster's which is carried out in a con-
tanks - precut, milled and fuel and liquid oxygen tanks and trolled temperature and humidity
shaped-are welded together in the forward skirt, which is used environment. An automatic TIG
an environmentally controlled to mate the S-IC stage to the (tungsten inert gas) weld
"'room within a room" at the engine shroud of the second machine moves along a precision TEST-STAGE--The first vertically assembled Saturn V booster (S-IC)

towers over Boeing technicians as it is moved from the final assembly

plant. The pieces which are to stage booster--are assembled track to join the aluminum sec- tower, above. This initial booster--designated the S-IC-Dis a ground test
be assembled into the ends of from preformed parts in the tions with a nearly perfect weld. stage which will be mated with the secondand third stages of the Saturn V
the tanks--the bulkheads-are open areas of the plant. Flaws are detected by X-ray and space vehicle to determine the dynamic characteristics of the 364-foot-tall
trimmed in especially designed Final assembly takes place in are ground out and rewelded by rocket.
tools. After proper preparation the 215-foot Vertical Assembly hand-held equipment.
of the welding surfaces, they are Building. Final welding of the Each stage will contain
joined by welding, tanks and the stacking of the approximately 77 miles of wire FINISHED PRODUCT--The S-IC-D, a dynamic test vehicle, is joined at

The skins -- ten-foot-high stage, one piece atop another, and 44 thousand electrical con- Michoud Assembly Facility by the newly completed S-IC-F, a facilities
aluminum sections which make are accomplished here. So also nections. Its two tanks corn- check-out test vehicle (lower left). An aerial view of the NASA Michoud

up the sides of the fuel tanks - is hydrostatic test+ where the bined hold the equivalent of 59 Assembly Facility at New Orleans, La., (below) where The Boeing Com-
are joined into rings in the same fuel and liquid oxygen tanks are tank cars of fuel and liquid pany is building the first stage booster (S-IC) for the Saturn V booster.
room by the same type of weld- pressure tested with water, oxygen, which, when the stage The 215-foot vertical assembl}_building, in which the major stage com-
ing process. Other components Significant in the assembly of is fired, will pour through the ponents are joined, provides a prominent landmark. The canals in the
also are assembled in the room, the huge booster is the welding five engines at the rate of 3,500 background are used to transport booster componentswhich are too large
such as the "Y-rings,'" major process developed especially for gallons a second, for highway, rail or air travel.
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The SPACE NEWS ROUNDUP, an official publication of the Welcome Out Of Texas' PastManned Spacecraft Center, National Aeronautics and Space • • •
Administration, Houston, Texas, is published for MSC personnel

bythe PublicAffairs Office. Aboard (EDITOR'SNOTE: To acquaint MSCemployees with the rich historical
The Galveston Bay outfit sold

background of the Galveston Bay Texas land scrip far and wide at
Director ............................... Dr.Robert R.Gilruth During the last reporting per- area, and of Texas in general, aseries of historical articles pre- rates of 5 and I0 cents an acre!
Public Affairs Officer ........................ Paul Haney iod, 37 new employees joined pared by the Historical and Library This paper conveyed no land,
Editor ........................................ TerryWhite the Manned Spacecraft Center. Services Branch will appear in the although it seemed to do so, but
Staff Photographer ...................... A. "Pat" Patnesky CenlerNledicalOt_ce: Lloyd Roundup.) only authorized the owner to

L. Shelton. settle in Texas-which he could
Administrative Services Di- Some historians call New do legally' without the scrip.

The Lighter Side vision: Dorothy J.Overbeck.PhotographicTechnology Orleans "mother of Texas," fellAm°ngth°sewhoostensiblYfor
0_ because that city was the jump- this scheme were the

Laboratory: Phillip H. Levi. ing-off place for colonial Texas brothers John and Gus Allen,

'O_ Personnel Division: Char- and so many volunteers in the the sophisticated New York--k lotte S. Armstrong. Lone Star's war for indepen- financial promoters for whom
Flight Crew Support Divi- dence were recruited in the Allen Parkway, in Houston, is

_¢ sion: Robert H. Boulware, Crescent City. named. But unlike most other
Charles F. Davis, Thomas J. But Little Old New York also chumps, John and Gas eventu-

Hardy, Leslie k. Jepsen, Mi- had a great deal to do with ally realized a handsome profit
chael M. McCants, and Nina M. shaping the destiny of Houston on the deal. The first thing they
Montgomery. and the upstart republic whose did when they arrived at Nacog-

Crew Systems Division: Wil- capital it was. In 1823 John doches (a point of entry) in1832
liam B. Deichmann and Russell Harris, of Cayuga, N. Y., came was to buy a league of Texas
Scott. to Galveston Bay in his schooner land for $100.

Computation and Analysis and sailed up a stream called Local wiseacres laughed: the
Division: Bruce B. Johnson. Buffalo Bayou because it was Aliens were the biggest pair of

Guidance and Control Divi- full of buffalo fish. At the mouth greenhorns ever to cross the
sion: John M. Balfe and Henry of Brays Bayou John went Sabine.
J. G. Kaupp. ashore and set up a trading post But they didn't laugh when

Advanced Spacecraft Teeh- that became the town of Harris- Gus went to Natchez and sold

_,+x,_ nology Division: Martin A. burg (the county was named for the league for $5000.
Pomerantz and William G. Tifft. his family too), now a part of Among the Allen boys' drink-

Flight Control Division: Houston. ing companions at Brown's

John J. Anderson, John A. Del- After three years John went Tavern, in "Doches, was a 40-
mont, Robert F. Grasmeder, back to New York state and year-old lawyer who, as a boy,
Richard W. Kalishek, kutrelle persuaded his brothers, Dave, had run away from home and
G. Long, Rhett F. Martin, and Bill and Sam, to join him at become the adopted son of a

I'm glad we don't have a flight every week. Bruce A. Stach. Harrisburg. In another three Cherokee chief. After winning
Mission Planning and Analy- years the town was jumping. It the well-deserved Indian nick-

sis Division: Edward M. Jiongo, had houses on both sides of name of Big Drunk, this lawyer

HOME HAZARDS Robert K. Pierce, Larry K. Broadway, a sawmill and a grist had returned to public life to

All B b ,,de Donald R. Sellers, and mill. The Harris schooners made become a distinguished soldier
Not om S Have Fins GeorgeE. Wilson. regular voyages to New Orleans and adjutant general of the

A d F 11 With A Whi tl Flight Support Division: and other United States ports. Tennessee militia, had taughtn a s |_ John E. Baer, Don k. England, Then in 1830 one of the big- himself law, been elected to
Robert E. Kirkbride, and gest real-estate promotion Congress, served as governor of

How many bombs do you inside the can doubles, the metal Gerald F. Spiess. schemes in the history of this Tennessee, attempted an un-
have at 3,'our house'? Those of the can will be stretched to Apollo Spacecraft Program country was hatched in New successful marriage, got himself
handy little spray cans which the breaking point and there is a Office: Felton D. Brooks, Sarah York City. Anthony Dey, aWall appointed ambassador to the
dispense all sorts of things, from good chance that the can will D. Palmer, Olin C. Snellgrove. Street banker, and several other United States from the so-called
shaving cream to paint-those blou, up. Heat of only 120 ° will and Normak. Scott (Downey, New Yorkers organized the Cherokee Nation, taken an
little things that can blow up if raise the pressure inside the can Calif.). Galveston Bay and Texas Land Indian wife, challenged the Su-
not properly handled, to the danger point.

Many "don'ts'" have been Another way of reducing the Obsolete Lexicon Co. Their main assets were preme Court on the indepen-- doubtfultitlesto threebigland- dence of the Cherokees,been
published concerningthesc cans. can's safety factor is to dent or ,An entry in the 1961 edition grants that they had bought for tried by the House of Represen-
Some of these are: otherwise abuse the can. of Webster's New Collegiate peanuts from three unsuccessful tatives for brawling and-most

• Don't puncture the cans. Tests have proven that a Dictionary reads thus: colonizers: Joe Vehlein, a Ger- important of all-had formed a

• Don't stick a pin or wire paint dealer's paint shaker can space ship (spas shlp), n. man merchant from the City of lifelong friendship with Andrew
into the vah'e opening, agitate the mixer balls in a spray An imaginary' aircraft of Mexico; Dave Burner, who be- Jackson, who for some reason

• Don't incinerate the can. can to sufficient velocities to the future for interplane- camethefirstpresidentofTexas: wanted Texas in the Union.
• l)on'l store in direct sun- damage the container. Some- taw travel outside the and Lorenzo de Zavala, the first This lawyer's biggest client

light or near source of heat. times only the heat of a person's earth's atmosphere, vice president, was the Galveston Bay and
• l)t,n't smoke while using hand is necessary to make a Texas Land Co,, that had sold

the contents, damagedcanexplode, thefoundersof Houstoncitythe
• l)t,n't spra3 toward the With all these "'don'ts", many _ worthless land scrip. He _as a

face andeyes. peopleprobablywonderhowto [ Sp _g dynamic fellow, six feet tall,• l)on't store in reach of dispose of those little bombs, ace News Of Five Years o handsome and an eloquent
small children. This is a problem throughout [ speaker, a libertine and a heavy

• Don't keep in your automo- industry.Somecompanieswhich drinker, yet a man handy with
bile trunk or glove corn- use large quantities have a swords, pistols and fists. ,And
parlmcnt, special press to puncture the Oct. 31, 1960-Space Task from AMR by four-stage Juno when the occasion demanded,

• l)on't use cans that are cans and "disarm" them. Group officials presented the II, containing instrumentation he could be as suave as a French
rustl, or show signs of _ear The best way for an individual status of qualification and re- for detailed measurementsofthe diplomat.
or abuse, to dispose of these is to hold the liability activities for Project ionosphere. This was the 10th His name: Sam Houston.

"['he tire hazards of the sub- can upside down and press the Mercury to Dr. T. Keith Glen- time that JPL-developed upper Soon he would become General
stances in these cans cannot be valve until all of the gas, usually nan, NASA Administrator. stage rocket clusters had sac- Houston, liberator of Texas.
over-emphasized. Most can be freon or nitrogen, has been Nov. 1, 1960-The Goddard cessfully placed satellites or And what did the Allen
set off bz,' a glo_ing cigarette emptied into the atmosphere, Space Flight Center computing deep space probes into orbit, brothers do with the $5000 they
when it is in the vapor form, or and then drop them into the and communications center be- No,+,. 8, 1960-- Little Joe 5, got for the league of Texas hmd
as dispcnsed from the can. Hair- trash. If you have large quanti- came Operational. Goddard's the first of the series withaMc- they sold in Natchez? Why', they
spray is a typical example. When ties, 20 or more, cans to dispose mission was to serve as a corn- Donnell production spacecraft+ bought the site of the city of
in an open dish, hair spray i,_ of, it is best to notify the trash- munications center+ and two was launched from Wallops Is- Houston with it, paying exactly
difficult to burn+ hut _hcn man so that these can be buried IBM 7090 computers, operating land to check the spacecraft in $5000.
sprayed from :+t can. it burns at the sanitary fill area. in parallel, would compute the in an abort simulating the most John is buried in Founders'
readily. Caution is the best _a} The best advice for an in- smoothest exact position at all severe launch conditions. The Cemetery, on West Dallas
to headofl'afire, dividual to use v,hen disposing times during a flight, predict launch was normal until 15.4 Avenue, in Houston, a short

Many reasons can be given of a spra_, can is to follo_ the future spacecraft positions, and seconds after lift-off, at which distance from downtown land
for all of these don'ts, bu[ the manufacturer's directions, hand shift lhe coordinates to provide time the escape rocket motor worth thousands of dollars per
most important is the pressure _,hake. and when empty, turn acquisition information for all was ignited. The spacecraft did front inch. Gus rests in Green-
inside the can. Mosl of the cans upside down and release the gas observation sites, not detach from the launch wood Cemetery, in Brooklyn.
arc designed withasal'et,, factor pressure before throwing into Nov. 3, 1960-Explorer VIII vehicle until impact and w'as no[ far across the East River
of tv,,o. That is, it" the prcssure the trash, launched into an elliptical orbit destroyed, from the foot of Wall Slreet.
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TheDukeand"Flight" MSC Afro Club ....".............Seeks NewBlood ,I UNDUPI
Thosewholiketo get their

feet off the ground and escape MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS
from earthbound traffic and

daily routinemayhavesome- EMPLOYEENEWSthing in common with the MSC

Afro Club. The Afro Club is th ght k feseeking new members wholike Fore ou Can Ma e Sa
to fly for the fun of it.

The Club's November meet- Annual Sortie By Youngsters
ing will be held on Tuesday,
November 9, in the auditorium Doorbells will ring incessantly And while black may be a
of the Gemini News Center this Sunday night as moppet highly-preferred color for a
(Nassau Bay Bldg. 6). A 30- spooks are again abroad on their Hallow'een costume, a black-
minute motion picture on private annual cookie-and-candy binge, dressed child against a black
flying in the Bahamas will be "Trick or treat!" they'll yell, night in a neighborhood street
shown which deals with entry and enough sweet stuff to rot a likewise has the potential of
formalities, declaration and million mouthsful of teeth will making a driver wish that he had
cruising permits and airports be dropped into yawning bags never learned to drive.
available to private pilots, held by sticky little hands. The Since these are checklists for

garb of the youngsters will be everything else, there is no
DUKEVISITSMSC--The Dukeof Windsorvisited MSCon October 14, and Don Bray, Ext. 2801, has ad- designed (they hope) to strike reason why there should not be a
is shown here with former Briton John Hodge, Chief of Flight Control ditional information about the terror into the heart of the checklist for getting your young-
Division, in the MissionControl Center. The Duke wasKing Edward VIII of Afro Club for would-be mem- owner of the doorbell, sters ready for their trick-or-
England briefly in 1936. He also popularized the Windsor knot for men's bers. However terrorsome these treat extortion. Here goes:
ties. Hallow'fen get-ups may be, • Keep curtains and other

are they altogether safe for their blowing objects away from

Activities Association Offers Announce Awards Date wearers?Aretheyfireproof?Do candles,(ifopenflamesyou
they have high visibility to must use.)

_,wl" Ti Di Pl Earl D. Hilburn, Deputy drivers? Are thejacko'lanterns *Make all decorations witheater c et scount-.an Associate Administrator of battery powered instead of fire-resistantmaterials. Buy
NASA, will preside at the candle powered? only materials labelled fire

A plan whereby MSC em- To reserve a membership and Annual MSC Awards Ceremony The deadly combination of an retardant.
ployees can obtain tickets to for the EAA Theater Party Plan, Tuesday, November 18. Further open-flame jack o'lantern and a • Treat newly-made chil-
entertainment events in Hous- fill out the blank below and for- details of the ceremony will be flammable spook suit has the dren's costumes with a fire-
ton is now being offered by the ward to Rita Summers, BG6, carried in the next issue of the potential of thrusting inconso- retarding solution made of
Employee Activities Associa- Room 344, Bldg. 2. Roundup. late grief upon parents, three pounds of borax and
tion. two and one half pounds of

Called the EAA Theater Party Asks Help For Classes MSC BOWLING ROUNDUP boric acid in six gallons of
Plan, with memberships avail- Volunteers to help organize water. Mix well, soak cos-
able to MSC people for $1 a off-duty language classes at MSC COUPLES LEAGUE MIMOSA MEN'S LEAGUE
year, the plan offers a 10 percent MSC are needed by Mervin Standings as of October 19 tumes in solution, hand
discounton movietheatertickets Hughes, Employee Activities TEAM WON LOST Standings as of October 21 wring and lay out to dry on
and special attractions at the Association Vice President for ldgits 18 10 TEAM WON LOST a flat surface. This treat-
Music Hall: two concert tickets Clubs. Call 3761 to volunteer. Bowlernauts 18 10 Whirlwinds 19 5 merit will tzot work on crepe
for the price of one for two Four Friends 17a/2 10V2 Chizzlers 17 7 paper or on combustibles
concerts out of ten: dinner for Cage Teams Needed Intimidators 17 11 Technics 15 9 exposed to prolonged high

two at a downtown restaurant at Team entries for the MSC Almosts 17 11 Alley Oops 13 11 temperatures.

reduced prices on the night of EllingtonAFB 1965-1966Men's LBD 15 13 Fabricators 12 12 • Design considerable white
Spastics 14V2 13a/2 Goobers 11 13 into costumes; it is afteran entertainment event, and Basketball League will be ac- dark when the goblinsare

advance notice for selection of cepted through November 12. Sociables 14 14 Green Giants 11 13
EightBalls 14 14 Foul Five 9 1'_ afoot.choice seats prior to publican- MSC and contractorteam man- - • Plan the route of your

nouncement of events, agers are asked to phone their Aces 11 17 Road Runners 8 16Fireballs 6 22 Agitators 5 19 family's spooks so that they
entries to David Mullins, Ext. Fabulous Four 6 22 will always face traffic.
4521. High Game Women: Betty High Game: B. Graham 273, (That goes for you, too,

Yes, I would like to become a member of the EAA Theater Party Durkee 222, Shirley Yeater209. G. Amason 266. Mum and Dad.)
High Game Men: Run Dur- High Series: G. Amason 701, ° When driving during the

Plan. kee245,Joe Garino237. B. Graham690. witchinghours, be extra

Name High Series Women: Shirley High Team Game: Chizzlers cautious, for you also have
Yeater 571, Betty Durkee 542. 1097, Technics 1089. to think for the youngsters:

High Series Men: Joe Garino High Team Series: Chizzlers they are thinking only of the
Address 629, Frank Morgan 607. 3138, Technics 3073. next doorbell and their nextvictim.

City Zip Lunarfins Sponsor
Telephone Code Extension Water Safety Class

A Red Cross-certified course Dozen Games Left In Grid l eague
Flag Football Scoreboard in life saving and water safety isbeing sponsored by the Lunar- Remaining games in the MSC/Ellington AFB Football League

Standings in the MSC/Ellington AFB Flag Football League fins, the MSC skin and scuba are as follows:
throughOctober 14are as follows: divingclub. November 1:
Team Won Lost Classes meet from 7 to 9 p.m. 6:30 p.m.--Structures and Mechanics vs. 2103rd Communications

2103rd Communications Squadron 2 0 each Wednesday and Thursday Squadron
747th AC&W Squadron 0 2 night at the Tropicana Swim- 8:30 p.m.--1SD vs. General Electric
Apollo Spacecraft Program Office 0 2 ming Pool, 5920 Telephone November 2:
l.ockheed Electronics 1 0 Road. 6:30 p.m.-Lockheed Electronics vs. 747th AC&W Squadron
Structures and Mechanics 1 1 Although classes began Octo- 8:30 p.m.-IESD vs. Structures and Mechanics
General Electric 2 0 ber 27, applicants will be ac- November3:
Guidance and Control 1 1 cepted through the November 3 6:30 p.m.-General Electric vs. IESD
Information Systems Division 0 2 session. J. W. Shaffer, Lunar- 8:30 p.m.--2103rd Communications Squadron vs. Lockheed Elec-
Instrumentation and Electronic Systems 1 0 fins training officer at Ext. 7657, tronics.

Scores for games played through October 14 are: is the contact for registration November 4:
2103rd ('ommunications Squadron 28, ISD 10 and additional details. 6:30 p.m.-Guidance and Control vs. ISD
Structures and Mechanics 13, ASPO 8 The Lunarfins Club is also 8:30 p.m.--747th AC&W Squadron vs. ASPO
General Electric 18, ASPO 0 sponsoring a certified course in November 8:
2103rd ('ommunications Squadron 14, Guidance and Control7 the use of self-contained under- 6:30 p.m.-2103rd Communications Squadron vs. General Electric
Guidance and ('ontrol 10,747th AC&W Squadron 6 water breathing apparatus 8:30 p.m.-747th AC&W Squadron vs. Structures and Mechanics
IESD 6, ISD0 (SCUBA).Classesat theTropi- November9:
l,ockheed Electronics 18, Structures and Mechanics 0 cana will start at 8 p.m., Tuesday 6:30 p.m.-IESD vs. Guidance and Control
General Electric 13, 747th AC&W Squadron 0 November 9. 8:30 p.m.--ASPO vs. Lockheed Electronics
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"++"++'"............. :t All was perfect, until...
UNDUP

SECONDFRONTPAGE

FOUR FOR TEXAS--Geologist Dr. ElbertA. King examines four specimens PERFECT LAUNCH --Trajectory plotters, tracking and telemetry displays of the Atlas-Agena launch are fol-

of meteorites found in Texas during 1965. He holds one of two samples lowed by flight controllers in Mission Control Center-Houston 101 minutes before Astronauts Schirra and

found near Conroe. In the center is a seven-pound meteorite found near Stafford were to have been launched in Gemini VI to intercept and rendezvous with the Agena.
Del Rio, and the 30-pound meteorite at right was found in Collingworth
county in the Panhandle.

Texas Meteorite Discoveries Gemini ELSS In Vacuum Chamber Testing

O th Up i g S y Ki g Thefinal thermal testing of manned tests were performed duration. The metabolic heatn e sw n , a s n the Extravehicular Life Support on the unit in an 8-foot vacuum load of working in space will be
System (ELSS)-the chest pack chamber, and were completely produced by having the subject

Meteorite finds in Texas are Although meteorites are cam- for use in extravehicular activity successful. Two individual _uns exercise on a step.
increasing, according to Dr. paratively rare, they are valuable -is scheduled next week in the were made in the thermal During the tests, an umbilical
Elbert King of the Lunar Surface mainly for scientific information Crew Systems Division 20-foot chamber, failure _,ill be simulated to check

Technology Branch, ASTD. they contain rather than any vacuum chamber at the Manned A test subject from the EVA the switchover to the emergency
King. an expert in the cam- monetary worth. If meteorites Spacecraft Center. Support Office will be wearing a oxygen supply.

position and origin of extrater- can be examined soon after they Initial manned tests were per- Gemini extravehicular suit. The The next step in the manned
restrial objects who works in fall, much can be learned about formed by MSC engineers in an chestpack will be mounted on a test program will be qualification
the Geology and Geochemistry cosmic radiation in space, environment which is equal to small table near the test subject of the ELSS with the back-pack
Section at MSC, says that he MSC geologists are also in- the vacuum at 180,000 feet. Un- instead of on the subject's chest, and space gun.

has received four meteorites terested in the space rocks as a The run will be approximately The ELSS chest-pack weighs
from various areas in Texas dur- key to determining the composi- 135 minutes in duration. The about 42 pounds, and contains
ing the current year. All the tion of lunar rocks and possibly two previous runs were 65 an emergency oxygen supply for
specimens were either donated the evolutionofthe solar system, minutes and 120 minutes in about 30 minutes. It will be able

or loaned to MSC for analysis. Meteorites are accepted here ELSSTESTING--Norman Prince of tO support extravehicular astro-
"Normally, four or five new for examination in cooperation the Crew Systems Division Gemini nauts for longer time periods

meteorites is the total find for with the U. S. National Mu- Support Office prepares to enter than the Gemini IV unit. It will
the world in one year," King scum. All meteorites which are the 20-foot vacuum chamber in be connected to the spacecraft
stated, received here will eventually go Building 7 in an earlier test of the by an umbilical for oxygen until

The largest meteorite was a to the National Museum. Gemini Extravehicular Life Support retrieval of the Environmental
30-pound stoney variety from King stated that most meteor- System. At left is Crew Systems suit Support P_tck (ESP) from the
Collingsworth County, Texas. ires are discovered since they technicianClydeTeague. spacecraft adapter.Two meteorites of three and are heavier than rocks of a corn-
four pounds were found near parable size and have an un-
Conroe by a lady who observed usual shape due to entry heating. MSC Toastmasters
the fall in 1955. The fourth Meteorites are also commonly
meteorite was a seven-pound found in areas which are free Install New Officers

iron specimen found near Del from other rocks. Anyone who The MSC Toastmasters Club
Rio and received about a month suspects he has discovered a installed October 20 a new slate

ago through the efforts of Dr. meteorite should send only a ofofficersduringaregulardinner
George Edwards of the Shell small sample of the rock for meeting at the King's Inn.
Research Company. analysis. New officers are: Dick Wie-

Summit Meeting ] land, president; Ernie Gillam,
I education vice-president; Dick

Crane, administrative vice-presi-
dent; Maurice Trernblay, secre-
tary; Alan Doyle, treasurer, and
Tony Verrengia, sergeant-at-
arms.

+_ A chartergroupof Toast-
masters International, the Club
provides an organized group of
men the opportunity to improve
their abilities to speak in public.
conduct meetings and develop
executive abilities. The Club is
affiliated with the MSC Em-

ployee Activities Association. C'MON IN, THE WATER'S FINE--Gemini VII prime crew Frank Barman

"_ Bi-monthly meetings are held (in water) and James Lovell got a refresher course in water egress tech-I_, at 6 p.m. on the first and third niques October 15 in the Gulf of Mexico. Both astronauts were wearing

OPERATIONS HUDDLE -- The seriousness of the Agena situation is re- Wednesdays at the King's Inn. training versions of the lightweight pressure suit that is in qualification

fleeted in faces of this threesome at the Flight Director's console in Mis- Persons interested in joining the testing for possible use in Gemini VII. Borrnan and Lovell had prior water

sign Control. Air Force Lt. Gem Leighton I. Davis, National Range Club should contact Club Ad- egress training while serving as back-up Gemini IV crew. The training

Division Commander and DaD Manager of Manned Space Flight Sup- rninistrative Vice-President session was conducted by Flight Crew Support Division with the support of
port Operations, left, huddles with Flight Directors John Hodge and Dick Crane, at Ext. 2232,or an>, the NASA Motor Vessel Retriever of Landing Recovery Division, and by

Chris Kraft. Of the other Club officers, swimmers and riggers of Technical Services Division.


